The model of gas bubble growth in high-viscous gas-saturated magmatic melt, subjected to rapid decompression, is presented in the current study. It is shown that consideration of unsteady character of the process is extremely important in a wide range of supersaturation. The analytical solution is found for the profile of dissolved gas concentration and the rate of bubble growth. The model of kinetics of overall degassing is developed. This model is based on distinguishing the so-called "forbidden" zone in the melt volume with suppressed formation of the new nucleation sites. The simple analytical dependences of the number of nucleating bubbles and typical nucleation time on the value of initial decompression were derived together with time dependence of volumetric concentration of the gas phase. Our results match the available experimental data. C 
I. INTRODUCTION
For several decades the problem of volcanic eruptions attracts an attention of researchers. This is primarily caused by the need for prognosis and determination of a degree of potential hazard of specific volcanoes. Volcanoes with the most destructive explosive type of eruption are of a particular interest. Though quite rare, eruption of these volcanoes is highly unpredictable and most disastrous.
Obviously, even continuous monitoring of active volcanoes cannot give enough information about what is happening in volcano channel during eruption because of the lack of direct methods for monitoring the processes occurring in the earth crust. We can only state with confidence the facts of phase transitions (by the reference samples of solidified magma) and destruction of initially continuous magma flow (by the structure of ejection). Moreover, the beginning of eruption can be predicted by the modern methods only by indirect criteria. Therefore, the consistent and as rigorous as possible construction of models of the magma flow in volcano channels is particularly relevant. This also relates to investigation of dynamics of different modes of volcanic eruptions by the methods of multiphase media mechanics aimed at understanding the mechanisms that determine the type and nature of eruption as well as interpretation of the field data.
In theoretical and experimental statements on simulation of explosive volcanic eruptions the attention should by first paid to the following issues:
1 the feature of creation of the three-phase state of magma during its decompression in the unloading wave at the initial stage of eruption; evolution of the structure of three-phase flow at magma rise through the volcano channel; dynamics of destruction of foamed and partially crystallized magma (the process of magma fragmentation and its transition to gas suspension); the influence of magma phases and viscosity, increasing dynamically by several orders (in the process of magma degassing and cooling) on the flow structure and total dynamics of eruption process. All these tasks are extremely difficult for theoretical and experimental research, and each of them represents a separate scientific problem. Now there are many papers related to experimental and mathematical simulation of volcanic eruption in general and with separate accompanying processes. 2 Especially standing out are the a) Electronic mail: chernov@itp.nsc.ru studies dealing with kinetics of nucleation and growth of gas bubbles formed in magmatic melt because of its decompression. Interest of researchers is determined by the fact that intensity of cavitation in depression waves in large measure controls the structure of magamatic flow and, therefore, type and behaviour of volcanic eruption. Studies in the field of cavitation processes in liquid have a history of researching for over a century. The foundations were laid by Rayleigh, 3 Plesset, [4] [5] [6] and Skriven. 7 Sufficiently full descriptions of classical models of bubble growth for many physical processes can be found in Refs. 8-11 and others. Diffusion bubble growth is described in Refs. 12-27. It is just a small number out of multitude of works that are mostly concerned about growth of bubbles in magma.
The main works on metastable state and kinetic theory of fluctuation nucleation belong to Gibbs, 28 Kolmogorov, 29 Johnson and Mehl, 30 and Avrami. [31] [32] [33] In modern form this theory was formulated by Zeldovich, 34 Frenkel, 35 and Kagan. 36 Afterwards it was attempted by many authors to describe the kinetics of nucleation by the means of different, more accurate and founded methods. [37] [38] [39] However, attempts to modify the classical theory did not lead to drastic changes and just made some corrections. It must be noted that in practical application using theories of nucleation is difficult due to problems while choosing a closed model for computation. The reason is that the theory was developed by large amount of scientists and different metastable systems were subjects of research. The subject of nucleation of bubbles in magmatic melts was discussed in Refs. [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] .
The amount of studies devoted to phase transition in metastable media and, in particular, to process the cavitation in supersaturated liquids grows every year. However, despite significant effort in investigating of this phenomenon many questions are still not answered. In particular, the initial stage of formation and following development of cavitation when formation of new bubbles is accompanied by the growth of already formed bubbles is investigated insufficiently. At the moment there is no sufficiently complete model that could predict the number of formed bubbles, their size distribution, characteristic time of the whole process, evolution of volume concentration of gas phase with time, etc. As a result in majority of works nucleation is regarded as instantaneous and the number of formed bubbles are obtained from experiment or from relatively crude estimate. By that the stage of formation of cavitation is excluded from consideration and only dynamics of bubble growth is examined.
It is known that the process of degassing as every other phase transition in general case takes place by the way fluctuation nucleation of growth of nuclei of new phase-gas bubbles. Thus overall kinetics is determined by the rate of nucleation and growth rate of bubbles. Magnitude of these quantities depends on many thermodynamical and kinetic parameters essential under given conditions. But, above all it depends on a measure of metastability-supersaturation.
When simulating the phase transition, the question about the mechanism of their occurrence is of a particular importance. According to theoretical analysis, in most cases the process includes two main stages. The first of them is nucleation stage, when the most stably growing nuclei of a new (stable) phase are formed. Nonlinear nature of nucleation, expressed by strong dependence of nucleation frequency on the degree of metastability of the parental phase, determines transience of this stage in the scale of characteristic time of the entire phase transition. If the beginning of nucleation stage is caused by the factors, which generate metastability, its end is associated with reduction in the degree of metastability, caused by the growth of the formed nuclei of a new phase. It is necessary to note that at the end of nucleation stage the portion of a new phase is relatively low yet. This is explained by the fact that even insignificant portion of a new stage is sufficient to decrease nucleation rate by the orders in comparison with the initial one. Second and the most long stage of phase transition occurs due to the following growth of nuclei, formed at the initial stage, at almost constant number of them.
Without doubts, when studying phase transitions, the stage of nucleation is of a particular interest and difficulty. Here the questions of thermodynamics of small systems, kinetics of new phase nucleation and mechanisms of their growth in a wide range of sizes are tightly connected at correct consideration of collective effect of growing nuclei of a new phase on the state of initial metastable phase, etc. All these together with the factors, which generate metastability, are embodied in the form of the complex, highly nonlinear mathematical problem, described by the system of integral-differential equations. By now this system has no the complete solution. The present work is dedicated to the investigation of the initial stage of cavitation of gas-saturated melt that undergoes rapid decompression that adequately account for changes in metastability of the medium due to formation and growth of nuclei of new phase.
II. SOME INFORMATION ABOUT MAGMATIC MELTS
Magma is a unique natural formation, which is a molten fiery-liquid mass (more often it is silicate, although it can be alkaline carbonate, sulfide, etc.) occurring in the crust or upper mantle and forming igneous rocks at solidification. Degassed magma flowing over the earth surface is called lava.
Natural magmas have different chemical composition. Most researchers assume that the main types of magma include: ultrabasic (40% SiO 2 ), basic (or basalt) (40% − 65% SiO 2 ), and rhyolite, acid (or granite) (>65% SiO 2 ). Alkaline magma (with a high content of K 2 O and Na 2 O) is probably a derivative of the main magma and it is formed at magma differentiation or assimilation of the host rocks. Together with these main types the existence of other more rare local magmas is accepted. Getting into the conditions, different from those, where it was formed, magma can evolve, changing its composition.
Usually, the factors causing formation of magmatic melt are as follows: radiogenic heat, sudden decrease in pressure due to formation of deep faults, lifting of geoisotherms, etc. Some researchers believe that there is the single basalt magma, and all other types arise from this magma in the process of crystallization differentiation, and other researchers assume independence of two parental magmas: basalt and granite ones. The most common viewpoint is that magmas of ultrabasic and basic composition occur at melting of pyrolite material of the upper mantle; granite magma is formed at selective melting, anatexis, and palingenesis of sialic rocks of the crust (the so-called granite layer).
Basalt magma includes combination of magmatic melts, which form the various types of basalt and their abyssal analogues. Uniformity of basalt composition, large volume and their wide spreading during all geological epochs indicate that basalt magma is one of the main types of magmatic melts formed during geological processes.
Most scientists suppose that magma if the heterogeneous melt, consisting of refractory and highly volatile components, and the main among these components are: SiO 2 , Al, Fe, Mg, Mn, Ca, Na, K, O 2 , H, S, Cl, F, and other elements. The form of their existence in magmatic melt is determined through the experimental research and investigation of silicate glasses.
Magmas of different composition demonstrate different physical properties, which depend also on the temperature and content of volatiles. Basalt magmas have the reduced viscosity. The lava flows, formed by these magmas, are very mobile. Acid magmas are more viscous, especially after devolatization. In funnels they form extrusive domes, rarely, flows.
The temperature of magma on the earth surface varies in a wide range: from 900 to 1250 • C. According to experimental data, granite magma stays in the liquid form approximately to 600
• C, however, its viscosity at this temperature is very high and approaches the values, corresponding to the glassy state.
Let us note some unique physical-chemical properties inherent only to magmatic melts. This is, first, the great content of dissolved volatiles (mainly water, whose concentration can reach 7% by weight, depending on the depth of volcano focus) in magma and high viscosity of magma, which varies in a very wide range from 10 2 to 10 12 Pa s depending on dissolved gas concentration and contained crystallites. One obvious formula for approximating the dependence of viscosity η on volatile content was suggested in Ref. 46 :
where E η is activation energy. It is a function of dissolved gas concentration:
where C is mass concentration of dissolved gas; E * η is activation energy for "dry" melt. Here η* and k η are empiric coefficients; k B is Boltzmann constant, and T is temperature. This dependence was derived for both basaltic and rhyolitic and can be used for wide range of temperatures. More in-depth studies on viscosity of different types of magma can be found in Refs. 47-49. Actually, properties of magmatic melts are thoroughly studied and can be found in professional literature.
III. DYNAMICS OF BUBBLE GROWTH
Before going to the statement of the problem of kinetics of overall degassing let us approach the problem of growth mechanism of gas bubbles in supersaturated liquid.
Let us consider the volume of gas-saturated magmatic melt, which was decompressed fast at the initial moment of time (the pressure in the melt drops from p i to p f ; p i = p i − p f ). According to Henry's law, at the pressure drop gas, dissolved in liquid, is in the supersaturated state, as a result the gas bubbles start spontaneously nucleating and growing in its volume starts. We will assume this process isothermal.
For the water, dissolved in magmatic melt the Henry's law have following form:
15, 50
where C eq is equilibrium concentration of water dissolved in magma; p is the pressure; K H is Henry constant. In this form dependence (2) is valid for pressures p < 200 MPa.
In general, the growth of a supercritical bubble occurs by the following scenario. At the initial moment of time the pressure of gas in the bubble p g equals the initial pressure in the melt p i before its decompression because concentration of gas, dissolved in the melt, just after decompression stays equal to equilibrium concentration at the initial pressure. Hence, according to Henry's law, the initial gas pressure in the bubble equals the initial pressure in the melt. With the bubble growth the pressure in it decreases gradually, and this causes violation of the equilibrium condition at the bubble boundary. This leads to gas desorption from the melt that increases gas mass in the bubble. In turn, a decrease in gas concentration near the bubble surface causes gas diffusion in the melt. Finally, the gas pressure in the bubbles drops to the ambient pressure, and the following bubble growth occurs due to diffusion. This stage of the process is called the diffusion one.
It is necessary to mention one feature of bubble growth in magmatic melt. Formation of a boundary diffusion layer around the bubble causes a significant viscosity gradient of the melt in radial direction (because of the strong dependence of magma viscosity on dissolved gas concentration), which should be taken into account in dynamic equations. For the first time this question was raised in Refs. 19 and 20. It seems reasonable to replicate their result because many authors still unduly use average viscosity in their studies.
To describe dynamics of a single bubble growth, we will write down the Navier-Stokes equation with consideration of spherical symmetry of the problem (the melt is considered incompressible):
where t is time; r is radial coordinate; v r is radial velocity of the melt caused by the bubble growth; p is pressure; ρ l is melt density; η is dynamic viscosity of the melt, which, as it have been already mentioned, is the function of r. Dependence of melt velocity v r on radial coordinate r is determined from the continuity equation:
Introducing this dependence into Eq. (3) we obtain
To get rid of the unknown pressure gradient in the right part of this equation, we integrate it from R to infinity:
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The equation of force balance, influencing the bubble surface from the side of gas and from the side of liquid is written as
where p g is gas pressure in the bubble; σ is surface tension. Using dependence p(R) derived from the last equation, we obtain
Equation (4) is the analogue of Rayleigh-Plesset equation. 6 The only difference is that it uses some "effective" viscosityη instead of viscosity η. We should note once more that this equation takes into account the gradient of melt viscosity, generated in radial direction at bubble growth because of the gradient of dissolved gas concentration, formed around the bubble. It is easy to show that in the case of homogeneous melt viscosity the "effective" viscosity equals ordinary viscosity and Eq. (4) becomes classical Rayleigh-Plesset equation.
The similar equation can also be obtained in the framework of the cellular model, according to which, some spherical (or more complex) melt area is given to each bubble; at the boundary of such an area the conditions of symmetry are satisfied, and the cells fill completely the entire volume. In this statement the derived equation is an analogue of generalized Rayleigh-Plesset equation, where the left part (inertial terms) includes some correction factors that take into account the final volumetric gas content or the non-singular character of bubbles in the medium. This leads to the difference between the average pressure of the carrier fluid and pressure on infinity or, in other words, to a decrease in the radial attached mass per one "collective" bubble in comparison with a single bubble. 10 However, due to the high viscosity of magmatic melts (even at high initial concentrations of dissolved gas) we can neglect the inertial terms in this equation at calculations; therefore, derivation of the equation for dynamics of the bubble growth in the framework of the cellular model seems unnecessary here. We can only give the value of "effective" viscosity (if we consider the bubble growth in the framework of the cellular model with spherical cells), which would appear in equation:
where S is cell radius. Now, it is important to clarify one point. Above mentioned calculations are made under the assumption that magma is a Newtonian liquid which cannot be true for strongly foamed magma (with big volume concentration of gaseous phase). In this case thorough analysis of rheology of the medium that would modify the dynamic equation 2, 51 is needed. But the goal of this work is to simulate the initial stage of cavitation, when volume concentration of gaseous phase is small. Therefore, using the model of single bubble growth in homogeneous liquid seems reasonable.
At the initial stage of the bubble growth, when the inside pressure changes insignificantly, the diffusion gas flow is negligibly small, but sufficient to support a constant pressure in the bubble. In this case, integrating (4), we obtain
where R cr = 2σ / p i is the critical radius, corresponding to maximal energy of formation; R i is initial (supercritical) radius of the bubble, which is somehow occasional (its stable growth requires only that the initial bubble radius is larger than the critical one); η i = η(T, C i ) is melt viscosity at initial concentration of dissolved gas (there is almost no diffusion boundary layer around the bubble at the given stage). We should note that despite only the initial melt viscosity η i is used in Eq. (5) (because this dependence describes the beginning of supercritical bubble evolution), the typical time of achievement of the diffusion stage of the bubble growth is determined by effective viscosityη. Then, we should solve the following classical diffusion problem. Concentration of gas dissolved in the melt C(r, t) around the bubble during its growth is described by the diffusion equation, which represents spherical symmetry of the problem:
where D is coefficient of gas diffusion in the melt. At the initial time moment
where C i = C eq (p i ) is initial concentration of gas dissolved in the melt, equal to equilibrium concentration under the initial pressure.
The condition of local thermodynamic equilibrium is satisfied at the bubble boundary:
The second boundary condition is the condition on infinity, when concentration of dissolved gas equals initial concentration at a large distance from the bubble:
If we consider the bubble growth in the framework of the cellular model with the spherical cells, then the law of gas mass conservation in a cell should be written as the second boundary condition (the similar condition is an absence of the diffusion flow at the cell boundary):
where ρ g is gas density in the bubble. When the thickness of diffusion boundary layer around the bubble during the considered times is less than the distance from the bubble boundary to the cell boundary, the boundary condition (10) can be replaced by the condition on infinity (9) with the good accuracy.
System (6)- (9) should be supplemented with the equation of gas state in the bubble (gas is considered ideal):
where M g is molecular mass of gas. Determining distribution of gas concentration in the melt, we obtain the rate of gas mass change m g in the bubble and the rate of its growth, respectively:
In the general case this boundary problem can be solved only numerically. However, in most works (see, e.g., Refs. 16-18) the problem solution is simplified significantly, assuming that the steady state is achieved fast during the process, and in this state the concentration change is so slow that we can assume ∂C/∂t 0, and neglect the convective term in Eq. (6) . This approach assumes that the diffusion processes are considerably faster than the convective ones. The Peclet number is introduced to analyze the relative rate of these processes: Pe = τ D /τ u 1, where τ D = R 2 /D and τ u = η/ p are characteristic times of the diffusion and convective processes, respectively. Values Pe 1 correspond to the steady state. In this case
For the rate of gas mass change in the bubble, we have
At the late stage of the process, when dynamic equilibrium between the bubble and ambient medium is set (neglecting Laplace pressure p g p f ; C eq (p g ) C eq (p f )), the steady-state solution takes form:C (r ) = 1 −R/r ;
The mechanism of bubble growth, following law (14), is called the diffusion mechanism. Here we introduce the following dimensionless variables, which will be used then: It should be noted that dimensionless variable ε appears in Eq. (14) . It characterizes the degree of metastability of gas dissolved in the melt (initial supersaturation) and basically it controls the driving force of phase transition
However, the above steady-state solution is not always true (as it will be shown below, it is true only at low supersaturation). It is illustrated by Fig. 1 , where dependence of dissolved gas concentration on radial coordinate, related to the bubble radius is shown in different time moments; this dependence was obtained numerically and by formula (13) for moderate initial supersaturation. It can be seen that at the initial stage the difference between nonstationary and steady-state solution is not significant, but for the later times (which are not so long in the scale of characteristic time of the entire process) it becomes considerable. This difference is especially obvious for concentration gradient at the bubble boundary, determining the rate of the gas mass change in the bubble and the rate of its growth, respectively. At that, according to calculations and analytical solution, obtained below, this difference is proportional to the degree of initial supersaturation. Hence, the use of steady-state solution at high supersaturation is invalid. Thus, let us try to solve the considered problem by another method, where we take into account the nonstationary character of the process.
Let us consider the growth of a single bubble or a bubble, the thickness of diffusion boundary layer around which at the considered times is less than the distance from the bubble boundary to the cell boundary. On the interface we will use the condition of dynamic equilibrium. This assumes short duration of the initial stage of the growth (transitional from exponential to diffusion ones) in comparison with the diffusion stage that is true in a wide range of initial supersaturation.
Let us turn to coordinates χ = r/R and τ , reducing the boundary problem (6)- (12) to the problem with immobile boundaries. In these variables it will take from:
-diffusion equation
-initial and boundary conditionsC
-equation, responsible for the rate of gas mass change in the bubblē
It is necessary to notice that Peclet number Pe = R 2 0 /(Dt 0 ) that should appear in convective term of Eq. (15) after nondimensionalization is equal to 1.
Let us find the stationary solution to diffusion equation (15) with consideration of boundary conditions (17) and (18)
Using the determined concentration profile (20), we get from (19) the implicit equation forṘ:
Numerical analysis of system (15)- (19) shows that parameterRṘ reaches fast some certain valueRṘ =D e f f /2 = const, which is the solution to Eq. (21) and depends only on the degree of initial supersaturation ε. From the moment, when parameterRṘ becomes constant, concentration of gas, dissolved in the melt, becomes the function of only one variable χ , i.e., the solution to the (24); dotted line -approximate solution at low supersaturation (25) , it is also steady-state solution (14); dashed line -approximate solution at high supersaturation (26) .
boundary problem becomes self-similar:
at that, coefficientD e f f is found from the following implicit equation
It is necessary to note that this solution is accurate, and analysis of Peclet number is not used at its derivation. The similar solution was obtained in Ref. 14 with application of similarity ideas.
In the general case, coefficientD e f f and distribution of gas concentration in the melt around a bubble can be determined only numerically. However, in the case of low and high initial supersaturation the visual asymptotic approximations are available.
At low supersaturation (ε 1):
In this case, the solution coincides exactly with the steady-state solution (14) . The solution at high supersaturation is absolutely different (ε 1):
In Fig. 2 there is dependence of coefficient of "effective diffusion" on initial supersaturation of the melt:D e f f (ε), calculated numerically and by formulas (25) and (26) . It is obvious that dependencē D e f f (ε) changes its character gradually from the linear to quadratic; at that, it stays linear (as it was expected) only at very low supersaturation. At high supersaturation the numerical value ofD e f f coincides with the analytical one, determined by formula (26) .
Time dependences of bubble radius and gas pressure in the bubble (for small (a) and large (b) times), plotted by the defined numerical and analytical solutions and in the framework of steady-state approximation, are presented in Fig. 3 . Calculation was performed under the following Figure 3(a) illustrates the transitional stage of the bubble growth (from the exponential to the diffusion ones), when the gas pressure in the bubble is not decreased to the final value. We should note that under the given conditions duration of this stage is relatively small in comparison with the characteristic time of complete degassing; however, it can be significant under some other conditions (for instance, at high initial viscosities of magmatic melt or extremely high values of initial decompression). At this stage the bubble growth can be described only numerically. For large times, when dynamic equilibrium is set between the bubble and ambient medium, the self-similar solution almost coincides with the numerical one that cannot be said about the steady-state solution (Fig. 3(b) ).
Results of calculations by the suggested model are compared with experimental data of Ref. 17 in Fig. 4 . According to this figure, even for low initial supersaturation (in experiments p i = 30 MPa; p i = 150 MPa; and this matches ε = 0.057) results of numerical simulation and derived self-similar solution describe experimental results better than the steady-state solution (14) . In Ref. 17 divergence of calculation results (by the steady-state model) with the experiment was interpreted as a sequence of understated diffusion coefficient (the value of this coefficient, used in most studies of other authors, is presented above). However, the reason for this can be probably inapplicability of dependence (14) in a wide range of supersaturation.
It can be concluded from the above said that the use of steady-state solution (14) in the entire range of initial supersaturation and for all times is inappropriate. Moreover, to describe the law of gas bubble growth in the melt for real volcano eruptions, when supersaturation is usually high, we should use solution (26) instead of solution (14) . 
IV. KINETICS OF TOTAL TRANSFORMATION
Let us discuss the kinetics of overall degasation. Nucleation rate of cavitation sites J is determined according to the classical kinetic theory of phase transformations:
where
is the work of critical nucleus generation in a homogeneous process; p = p g − p is difference between gas pressure in a bubble p g and pressure of the ambient medium p at the bubble boundary, which can be expressed through the degree of supersaturtion, i.e., difference between current gas concentration and equilibrium gas concentration under the current pressure, using Henry's law; ψ(ϕ n ) = (1/4)(1 − cos ϕ n ) 2 (2 + cos ϕ n ); ϕ n is equilibrium wetting angle on the surface of the nth heterogeneous particle; B and B n are kinetic coefficients for homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation, respectively.
In the general case nucleation rate (27) is the sum of homogeneous (the first term) and heterogeneous (the second term) components (in (27) all heterogeneous particles in a unit of melt volume are summarized). Simple analysis shows that at moderate supersaturation nucleation takes place mostly on nucleation sites (microcrystal contained in melt) and nucleation rate increases with the decrease of wetting angle. But with the increase of supersaturation contribution of homogeneous nucleation becomes predominant. This does not mean that there is no heterogeneous component at high supersaturation, just its contribution becomes negligibly small. If we know all of the constants from Eq. (27) the value of critical pressure p i can be found. At this critical pressure mode change takes place-from heterogeneous to homogeneous. According to our estimates this critical pressure p i 110 MPa. The description of heterogeneous nucleation is difficult due to a large number of random and difficult-to-define parameters. Therefore, in this study we are limited by the description of homogeneous nucleation, considering high initial supersaturation.
The values of surface tension σ and kinetic coefficient B in calculations we will determine by the experimental data of Ref. 44 , deriving corresponding interpolation dependence (see Fig. 5 ): σ = 0.076 J/m 2 ; B = 2.41 × 10 21 (m 3 s) −1 by the least-squares method (we will not focus on this method here). We should note that obtained value of σ coincides well with the published data. Their deviations towards higher or lower values are not so important and critical for calculations; although it should be noted, dependence of nucleation rate on σ is substantial. Another situation is typical to kinetic coefficient B. In different theoretical works it is determined in different ways and can differ by orders. Therefore, the choice of one or another model for its determination is difficult. We should only note that in application to magmatic melts with their unique properties, differing from other 5 . Dependence of nucleation rate J on the value of initial decompression p i : solid line -calculation by dependence (27) ; dots -experiment. 44 fluids, there is no appropriate model now, which can describe the experimental data on nucleation rate with acceptable accuracy. Therefore, in the current study the value of kinetic coefficient B is determined from experiment. We should note that a change in the degree of medium metastability (supersaturation) in the process of phase transition is not taken into account in the classical studies on nucleation kinetics. To keep the steady state, the nuclei of a new phase are artificially excluded from the system in the classical models, then they are separated into the molecules and returned into the system; that is why the initial state of metastability is kept as long as necessary. However, this approach is more a conceptual experiment aimed at separate consideration of the process of new phase nucleation and the process of nuclei growth. Actually, appearance of even a small fraction of the new phase in the volume changes the initial metastable state of the system significantly and fast. To take this factor into account, we use the approach on the basis of distinguishing the so-called "forbidden" zone in parental phase volume during phase transition, where nucleation of new site is suppressed. First, the simplified version of this approach was suggested in Ref. 45 , and then it was used in the studies on degassing the significantly supersaturated solutions 52 and crystallization of supercooled melts. 53, 54 Its main idea is as follows.
As it was already mentioned, the diffusion boundary layer is formed around the bubbles during their growth (supersaturation decreases with proximity to the bubble). Therefore, probability of new bubble nucleation near the existing ones is significantly lower than far from them, and this is caused by extremely strong dependence of nucleation rate on supersaturation. It can be assumed that some "forbidden" zone is formed around the bubbles, and new bubbles do not nucleate there. It is shown schematically in Fig. 6 . To take this fact into account correctly in the kinetic equations describing the total process of phase transformation, let us replace the real dependence of nucleation rate around the bubbles J(r) by the stepped one, assuming that in the "forbidden" zone nucleation rate is zero and beyond this zone it equals nucleation rate at initial supersaturation. The size of step (the thickness of diffusion boundary layer) r D we determine from the equality condition between characteristic times t 1 and t 2 of new nucleus expectation in a cell at stepped and real dependences J(r), respectively (it is necessary to note that replacement of real dependence J(r) by the stepped one, introduced in this manner, is accurate):
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, whereJ = J/J i is dimensionless nucleation rate. We should note that with a distance from a bubblē J tends to unit fast and this relates to the strong dependence of dissolved gas concentration on radial coordinate (or, simply speaking, a small thickness of the diffusion boundary layer), especially for high supersaturation. Therefore, the upper integration limit in the last equation can be replaced by infinity. Moreover, during the whole nucleation stage the mechanism of a single bubble growth can be used in kinetic equations with relatively good accuracy (22) . Another, more simple, but less accurate method for determining the thickness of the diffusion boundary layer r D (rather suitable for primary evaluations) was proposed in Ref. 45 . This method is as follows. The nucleation rate at the boundary of diffusion layer should be n times less than the nucleation rate far from a bubble (which equals nucleation rate at initial supersaturation): J (r D ) = 1/n. At that, the choice of n is arbitrary. It is only required that n is high.
Taking into account the above mentioned, by the analogy with 53, 54 the total volume of "forbidden" zone ϕ D per a unit of melt volume vs. the ensemble of bubbles, nucleated by time moment t, is determined by the following integral equation
is the volume of "forbidden" zone around a bubble, nucleated at time moment t .
Then, dependence of volumetric gas phase concentration ϕ on time t will be described by relationship
whereφ is the gas phase volume per a unit of melt volume; V = (4π/3)R 3 is the volume of bubble nucleated at time moment t . The number of bubbles N formed during time t in a unit of volume is determined by relationships
We should note that relationships (29) and (30) take into account a change in the medium volume during the growth of volumetric concentration of the gas phase (initially the unit volume increases byφ, and this is expressed in the given equations).
At moment t*, when the "forbidden" zone covers the whole melt volume, nucleation of new sites stops. Following degassing occurs due to the growth of initial nucleation sites and stops, when all excessive mass of gas, formed in the melt due to decompression, escapes into the gas phase.
In general, the suggested system of Eqs. (28)- (30) can be solved only numerically. However, when most time the bubbles grow self-similarly (23) (this assumes short duration of the initial stage of the growth in comparison with the characteristic time of the whole process), the problem becomes significantly simpler. Since in this case the concentration profile does not depend explicitly on time, we obtain
i.e., the thickness of diffusion boundary layer is proportional to the size of a bubble; at that, aspect ratio κ does not depend on time (moreover, κ does not also depend on kinetic coefficient B, which, as it was mentioned above, is determined differently in different studies, and the choice of this coefficient demonstrates some uncertainty), but it depends on the properties of magmatic melt and, mainly, on initial supersaturation. This dependence is illustrated in Fig. 7 . It can be seen from the figure that κ changes insignificantly in a wide range of supersaturation. We should note that dependenceJ (χ ) in Eq. (31) is determined through dependence of supersaturation on the radial coordinate, which, in turn, is determined from relationship (22) . Substituting (31) into Eqs. (28)- (30) and introducing dimensionless variable θ = t/t 0 , where
, we obtain 
Equation (32) can be presented in the form of Volterra equation of the second kind:
which can be solved by the method of successive approximations:
...
It can be seen in Fig. 8 that even the second iteration ϕ D 2 (θ ) is sufficient to obtain good accuracy for determination of function ϕ D (θ ). Thus,
Time of nucleation t* can be easily determined from the last relationship. As it was already mentioned, nucleation of new sites stops, when the "forbidden" zone covers the melt volume (ϕ D (t*) = 1) entirely. Hence,
The gas phase volume (see (33) ) by the end of nucleation is ϕ(θ *) = κ −3 . It is obvious that in the case of high values of parameter κ it is relatively small. This indicates short duration of nucleation stage in comparison with the following phase transition, and this simplifies significantly the description of phase transition as a whole. In this case, determining the final number of nucleated bubbles by the suggested model, their following growth can be described in the framework of the cellular model, assuming that their initial radius (after nucleation) is the same because the function of size distribution of bubbles by the end of degassing process will be, probably, narrow. However, even in the case, when parameter κ is close to one, the share of excessive mass of gas escaped into the gas phase by the moment of nucleation completion will be small, despite the volumetric portion of the gas phase will be significant.
Substituting (35) into (34), we obtain the final number of bubbles formed during the process N* = N(θ *):
It is necessary to note that in dependence (36) the first term is the product of nucleation rate at initial supersaturation J i and total nucleation time t*. Other terms decrease this value approximately by 30%, and they are caused by a change in the volume, where further nucleation is possible, during the process of degassing.
Dependence (36) is applicable for relatively wide range of initial supersaturation (initial decompression), excluding its extremely high values and very high initial viscosities of magmatic melt, when nucleation time becomes comparable with time, required for the achievement of the diffusion stage of bubble growth. In this case the system of integral equations (28)- (30) should be solved numerically.
Dependence of the final number of bubbles nucleated during the process N* on the value of initial decompression p i , calculated numerically and by formula (36) is shown in Fig. 9 . It can be seen from the figure that the difference between the numerical and analytical solutions is not very high and becomes obvious, as it was expected, only at high p i , thus, formula (36) is, in some sense, universal. We should note that although in the considered range of supersaturation the nucleation rate increases by orders of magnitude, dependence of the final number of bubbles has more gradual character, which can be explained by the simple analysis of dependence (36) . It can also be seen from the figure that for moderate supersaturation the theory agrees with the experiment. 18 Some difference between them for p i < 120 MPa is, probably, caused by heterogeneous nucleation in experiment (the authors of Ref. 18 note that their samples include microcrystals, which are the heterogeneous sites of bubble nucleation), and, as mentioned above, its contribution to total kinetics of degassing at moderate supersaturation becomes comparable with homogeneous nucleation (and predominant, if we consider low supersaturation) and experimental error (experimental data scattering is significant). It is noteworthy that the model also can be used in general case (for both homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation). But authors deliberately did not include heterogeneous FIG. 9 . Dependence of the final number of bubbles N* on the value of initial decompression p i : solid line -numerical solution by the suggested model; dashed line -analytical solution (36) ; dots -experiments. 18 nucleation because it would obligate us to use nondescript parameters like density, size and properties of nucleation centers, wetting angle, etc. In that case they would be in fact just adjustable parameters. Unfortunately, since there are few published experimental data for high initial supersaturation, when homogeneous nucleation is a fortiori predominant, we failed to perform comprehensive comparison with the experiment.
Thus, the suggested model allows us not only to determine the time of nucleation (that is itself not a trivial task, and it cannot be solved in the classical works), but also the final number of nuclei with consideration of a change in the degree of parental phase metastability in the process of nucleation and growth of new phase sites.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Dynamics of gas bubble growth in high-viscous magmatic melt at its rapid decompression was studied in detail. It is shown that the previous solution of other authors to the given problem in approximation of the steady-state character of the process, which corresponds to low Peclet number, is valid only at low initial supersaturation. In real volcanic eruptions supersaturation is usually high, and it is necessary to take into account the non-stationary character of the process. Thus, in this study we have found the analytical solution to the problem, applicable in a wide range of supersaturation. When searching for this solution, the condition of dynamic equilibrium on the interface was used, and this assumes short duration of initial (exponential and transitional) stages of bubble growth caused by the viscous effects in comparison with the diffusion stage, and according to numerical calculations, this is true in a wide range of operation parameters of the process. It is shown that the obtained solution at low supersaturation coincides with the mentioned steady-state one. The initial stage of bubble growth was analyzed with consideration of the gradient of melt viscosity in radial direction caused by formation of a diffusion boundary layer around the bubble. This required derivation of the modernized Rayleigh-Plesset equation. The numerical solution to the problem was found for the general case. It was analyzed what conditions and what specific times correspond to the good agreement between the found analytical solution and the numerical one.
Previously, the authors have presented the kinetic model of nucleation and cavitation nuclei growth in the gas-saturated magmatic melt at its rapid decompression. In the current work this model was improved. The new model takes into account properly a change in the degree of medium metastability through substitution of real distribution of concentration of gas, dissolved in fluid, into the kinetic equations describing the process of total transformation (degassing). Gas is formed near the bubbles, growing due to diffusion. This model determines accurately the thickness of diffusion boundary layers (forbidden zone) formed around the bubbles, where nucleation is suppressed. Moreover, new results on the mechanism of diffusion growth of bubbles are used there. Simple analytical dependences for the number of nucleation sites, time of nucleation, and rate of an increase in volumetric concentration of the gas phase depending on the value of initial decompression were found. Comparison of results obtained with the available experimental data showed their good agreement. 
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